
  

Crewfit 275N XD Wipe Clean
Reference# 83212-250

Crewfit 275N XD Wipe Clean
- is an automatic inflatable lifejacket which offers the
ultimate advanced comfort and performance
technologies. The modular design creates a
comprehensive catalogue including a choice of covers,
inflation and harness options.

Fusion 3D technology provides complete freedom of
movement and ensures the lifejacket remains
comfortable even during long periods of use, whilst the
unique design with built-in twin waist adjusters allows for
easy donning.

The wipe-clean cover helps to ensure increased longevity
when used continuously in the harshest of working
environments, whilst the fabric shoulder panels retain a
comfortable fit.

It’s what’s inside that counts: The 275N bladder
outperforms approval and offers 290N worth of
buoyancy. The unique buoyancy distribution provides
exceptional turning solutions even when wearing heavy
clothing. The bladder is highly visible on inflation and
hosts an impressive array of features including built-in
chin support, location beacon attachment points and
dual lifting beckets.

 Facts 

Modular, wipe clean heavy-duty 500D outer cover ideal for busy commercial environments
EXOLOK provides a clear indication if the cylinder moves, becomes unscrewed or is tampered with
The ergonomic Fusion 3D design moulds to the shape of your body for maximum comfort
Intuitive twin waist adjusters to ensure a correct fit
Removable dual crotch straps to eliminate ride-up
Dual lifting becket to aid recovery
Indicator window fitted with a protective panel for quick glance firing mechanism inspection
Unique buoyancy distribution helps turn you quickly when in the water
UML Pro Sensor Elite firing mechanism



Product Detail
Lifejacket Lifejacket work

Type of PFD/class Inflatable lifejacket 275N

Area of application Shipping

Buoyancy Minimum 290N

Adjustments Crotch Strap
 Waist - both sides

Fit / Ergonomics Ergonomic
 Fusion 3D Design

Colour Orange
 Yellow

Reflective material IMO Solas

Bladder construction Symmetrical with chin support

Firing mechanism Water activated, UML ProSensor Elite

Lifting becket/loop Yes. double

Whistle Yes

Inspection facility for inflation mechanism Yes, inspection window in transparent foil

Buckle Plastic buckle with quick release functionality

Cover closure Zipper with Quick Burst functionality

Compatibility Yes, ISO with ISO suit

CO₂-cylinder(s) 60g CO₂ (1 pc)

Service interval (standard) 1 year (professional use)
 2 year (leisure)

Certifications ISO ISO 12402-2 Lifejackets for extreme offshore conditions (275N)

Crotch strap Double

Cylinder security system Yes, EXOLOK

Certificates

ISO 275N
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